
As a freshman, BC’s Brother J.B. Walsh advised Thad to “be on the lookout for 
opportunity and don’t be afraid to take chances”. That advice became the guiding star 
of his educational and professional careers. 

He decided to attend the USMMA (United States Merchant Marine Academy) because it 
offered a unique career destination, life at sea. After a year at sea at the Academy, Thad was 
approached by the U.S. Coast Guard to serve in a unit that investigated merchant shipping 
disasters and took the chance. This piqued his interest in law, so he adjusted his course and 
entered law school. 
Upon graduating from law school, Thad opted for an admiralty firm in NYC rather than 
corporate practice, in pursuit of adventure. His practice focused on ship collisions, scuttling, 
oil spills, deaths, explosions and even piracy. This afforded him the chance to travel 
throughout the US and beyond to South and Central America, Europe, Africa and the Middle 
East. One such event involved a major NY investment bank whose chartered ship grounded 
and spewed oil onto pristine waters. Thad identified a new opportunity and developed a 
practice as an advisor to Wall Street investment banks who were just then entering the world 
of shipping as a complement to their nascent commodity trading businesses in grains, oil, and 
base metals. 
This eventually opened the door to opportunities on Wall Street, so in mid-life Thad made 
a major course change and joined Goldman Sachs. He focused on commodity trading and 
helped build the firm’s power (electricity) trading business. A few years later, Thad identified 
an opportunity to build a separate business owning and operating power plants as the U.S. 
deregulated that sector. He took another chance, retired from Goldman and helped found a 
power generation company with Goldman’s financial backing. The company then acquired 
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almost 90 power plants, including several NYC plants and 72 hydroelectric plants, including 
Thomas Edison’s original plant. Thad helped lead the company’s IPO and, subsequently, its 
sale to a competitor. 
With Bro. Walsh’s admonition in mind, Thad altered course yet again and joined a large 
private equity firm where he helped lead acquisition efforts in the energy sector, culminating 
in the acquisition of a power generation company in Texas, operating nuclear, coal and 
natural gas power plants in Texas. Thad then helped lead that company until it was sold to a 
competitor thirteen months later. 
After some time off and ready for a new opportunity, Thad accepted a leadership position at 
Calpine Corporation, a NYSE company and America’s largest independent power company, 
where he remains today as Executive Vice Chairman and Board member. Several years ago 
Thad helped lead the effort to take the company private with a group of private investors. 
Today, with 70 natural gas and geothermal power plants in 20 states, Calpine is on the 
cutting edge of America’s clean energy future. Thad was a participant at the Paris Climate 
Conference at the request of the U.S. contingent and continues to be active in discussions on 
addressing carbon emissions at the national level. 
Thad also currently serves on the Board of Directors of two publicly traded companies. In 
addition, he has served on the Board of Directors of the Merchant Marine Academy Alumni 
Association and Foundation, as well as several industry associations. Over the years Thad 
has performed pro bono work for numerous groups and individuals including in immigration 
proceedings, challenges to housing handicapped individuals in residential neighborhoods, 
and capital punishment post-conviction proceedings involving U.S. Constitutional questions. 
Finally, Thad has actively supported food banks, Habitat for Humanity, and organizations 
focused on adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities in a variety of ways.
As Thad looks back on his career, he recalls another important BC lesson that has defined 
his professional and philanthropic endeavors. Although sounding fatalistic, the idiom “we 
are all cogs in the wheel of life” to Thad, and as suggested by one of his teachers at BC, 
means accomplishment comes through teamwork. He approached life as he learned it at BC, 
as president of the student body and editor-in-chief of The Crusader and a member of the 
football and track teams — teamwork above all. He is proudest that his accomplishments 
were as a part of amazing teams.
He resides in Houston, TX, and spends Summers in Southampton, NY, and winters in 
Paradise Valley, AZ, with his beautiful wife Maryellyn, who manages their philanthropic 
efforts through the Miller Family Foundation. They have three sons and four grandchildren.
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